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AACINRS ACRASIN substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n -S] 

AACINRS ARNICAS ARNICA, perennial herb [n] 

AACINRS CARINAS CARINA, carinate anatomical part [n] 

AACINRS SARCINA spherical bacterium [n -E, -S] 

 

AACLRSS LASCARS LASCAR, East Indian sailor [n] 

AACLRSS RASCALS RASCAL, unscrupulous or dishonest person [n] 

AACLRSS SACRALS SACRAL, vertebra or nerve situated near sacrum [n] 

AACLRSS SCALARS SCALAR, mathematical quantity possessing only magnitude [n] 

 

AAEGMNT GATEMAN person in charge of gate [n -MEN] 

AAEGMNT MAGENTA purplish red dye [n -S] 

AAEGMNT MAGNATE powerful or influential person [n -S] 

AAEGMNT NAMETAG tag bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

 

AAINPST PASTINA type of macaroni (tubular pasta) [n -S] 

AAINPST PATINAS PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [n] 

AAINPST PINATAS PINATA, pottery jar used in Mexican game [n] 

AAINPST TAIPANS TAIPAN, venomous snake [n] 

 

AANPRST PARTANS PARTAN, edible crab [n] 

AANPRST SPARTAN avoiding luxury and comfort [adj] 

AANPRST TARPANS TARPAN, Asian wild horse [n] 

AANPRST TRAPANS TRAPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

 

ABCEHMR BECHARM to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABCEHMR BRECHAM collar for horse [n -S] 

ABCEHMR CHAMBER to put in chamber (room) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABCEHMR CHAMBRE brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

 

ABDEERS BEADERS BEADER, one that beads (to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass)) [n] 

ABDEERS DEBASER one that debases (to lower in character, quality, or value) [n -S] 

ABDEERS REBASED REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

ABDEERS SABERED SABER, to strike with saber (type of sword) [v] 

 

ABDEERT BERATED BERATE, to scold severely [v] 

ABDEERT DEBATER one that debates (to argue about) [n -S] 

ABDEERT REBATED REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

ABDEERT TABERED TABER, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

 

ABDEILR BEDRAIL board at bedside [n -S] 

ABDEILR BRAILED BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

ABDEILR RAILBED layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n -S] 

ABDEILR RIDABLE capable of being ridden [adj] 
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ABDEORR ARBORED having trees [adj] 

ABDEORR BOARDER one that boards (to take meals for fixed price) [n -S] 

ABDEORR BROADER BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

ABDEORR REBOARD to board again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABEIRST BAITERS BAITER, one that baits (to lure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

ABEIRST BARITES BARITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ABEIRST REBAITS REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

ABEIRST TERBIAS TERBIA, oxide of terbium [n] 

 

ABORSTU ABORTUS aborted fetus [n -ES] 

ABORSTU ROBUSTA coffee grown in Africa [n -S] 

ABORSTU RUBATOS RUBATO, fluctuation of speed within musical phrase [n] 

ABORSTU TABOURS TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

 

ACDEELR CLEARED CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

ACDEELR CREEDAL CREED, statement of belief [adj] 

ACDEELR DECLARE to make known clearly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ACDEELR RELACED RELACE, to lace again [v] 

 

ACDEERT CATERED CATER, to provide food and service for [v] 

ACDEERT CERATED covered with wax [adj] 

ACDEERT CREATED CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

ACDEERT REACTED REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

 

ACDEILT CITADEL fortress or stronghold [n -S] 

ACDEILT DELTAIC DELTA, alluvial deposit at mouth of river [adj] 

ACDEILT DIALECT regional variety of language [n -S] 

ACDEILT EDICTAL EDICT, authoritative order having force of law [adj] 

 

ACEELRS CEREALS CEREAL, food made from grain [n] 

ACEELRS RELACES RELACE, to lace again [v] 

ACEELRS RESCALE to plan on new scale [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ACEELRS SCLERAE SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

 

ACEENSS CASSENE cassina (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

ACEENSS ENCASES ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ACEENSS SEANCES SEANCE, meeting of persons seeking spiritualistic messages [n] 

ACEENSS SENECAS SENECA, senega (medicinal plant root) [n] 

 

ACEERRT CATERER one that caters (to provide food and service for) [n -S] 

ACEERRT RECRATE to crate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACEERRT RETRACE to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ACEERRT TERRACE to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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ACEHMRS MACHERS MACHER, person known for getting things done [n] 

ACEHMRS MARCHES MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

ACEHMRS MESARCH originating in mesic habitat [adj] 

ACEHMRS SCHMEAR to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEHORS CHOREAS CHOREA, nervous disorder [n] 

ACEHORS OCHREAS OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

ACEHORS ORACHES ORACH, cultivated plant [n] / ORACHE [n] 

ACEHORS ROACHES ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

 

ACEILOR CALORIE unit of heat [n -S] 

ACEILOR CARIOLE small, open carriage [n -S] 

ACEILOR COALIER COALY, containing coal [adj] 

ACEILOR LORICAE LORICA, protective covering or shell [n] 

 

ACEINRT CERATIN keratin (fibrous protein) [n -S] 

ACEINRT CERTAIN absolutely confident [adj ER, -EST] 

ACEINRT CREATIN creatine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ACEINRT TACRINE drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n -S] 

 

ACEIRST ATRESIC ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ACEIRST CRISTAE CRISTA, part of cell [n] 

ACEIRST RACIEST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

ACEIRST STEARIC STEARIN, solid portion of fat [adj] 

 

ACELLRS CALLERS CALLER, one that calls (to summon (to order to appear)) [n] 

ACELLRS CELLARS CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

ACELLRS RECALLS RECALL, to call back [v] 

ACELLRS SCLERAL SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj] 

 

ACELNSU CENSUAL pertaining to act of censusing [adj] 

ACELNSU LACUNES LACUNE, lacuna (empty space or missing part) [n] 

ACELNSU LAUNCES LAUNCE, marine fish [n] 

ACELNSU UNLACES UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

 

ACELPSU CAPSULE to condense into brief form [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ACELPSU SCALEUP increase based on fixed ratio [n -S] 

ACELPSU SPECULA SPECULUM, medical instrument [n] 

ACELPSU UPSCALE to make appealing to affluent consumers [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ACELRSS CARLESS being without car [adj] 

ACELRSS CLASSER one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n -S] 

ACELRSS SCALERS SCALER, one that scales (to climb up or over) [n] 

ACELRSS SCLERAS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 
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ACELRST CARTELS CARTEL, business organization [n] 

ACELRST CLARETS CLARET, dry red wine [n] 

ACELRST CRESTAL pertaining to crest [adj] 

ACELRST SCARLET red color [n -S] 

 

ACENORS CANOERS CANOER, one who canoes [n] 

ACENORS COARSEN to make coarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACENORS CORNEAS CORNEA, part of eye [n] 

ACENORS NARCOSE characterized by stupor [adj] 

 

ACEPRST CARPETS CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

ACEPRST PREACTS PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

ACEPRST PRECAST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 

ACEPRST SPECTRA SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

 

ACILOPT CAPITOL building occupied by state legislature [n -S] 

ACILOPT COALPIT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

ACILOPT OPTICAL pertaining to sight [adj] 

ACILOPT TOPICAL postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n -S] 

 

ACIMNOS ANOSMIC ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [adj] 

ACIMNOS CAMIONS CAMION, military truck [n] 

ACIMNOS MANIOCS MANIOC, tropical plant [n] 

ACIMNOS MASONIC pertaining to masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [adj] 

 

ACLORSU CAROLUS old English coin [n -LI, -ES] 

ACLORSU OCULARS OCULAR, eyepiece (lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument) [n] 

ACLORSU OSCULAR pertaining to mouth [adj] 

ACLORSU RUCOLAS RUCOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

 

ACNORST CANTORS CANTOR, religious singer [n] 

ACNORST CARTONS CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

ACNORST CONTRAS CONTRA, Nicaraguan revolutionary [n] 

ACNORST CRATONS CRATON, part of earth's crust [n] 

 

ADEEHRS ADHERES ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADEEHRS HEADERS HEADER, grain harvester [n] 

ADEEHRS HEARSED HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

ADEEHRS SHEARED SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

 

ADEELPR PEARLED PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

ADEELPR PEDALER one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n -S] 

ADEELPR PLEADER one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n -S] 

ADEELPR REPLEAD to plead again [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 
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ADEELRT ALERTED ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

ADEELRT ALTERED ALTER, to make different [v] 

ADEELRT RELATED RELATE, to give account of [v] 

ADEELRT TREADLE to work foot lever [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ADEEMNR AMENDER one that amends (to improve (to make better)) [n -S] 

ADEEMNR MEANDER to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEEMNR REEDMAN one who plays reed instrument [n -MEN] 

ADEEMNR RENAMED RENAME, to name again [v] 

 

ADEEPRT ADEPTER ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADEEPRT PREDATE to date before actual or specified time [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADEEPRT RETAPED RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

ADEEPRT TAPERED TAPER, to become gradually narrower toward one end [v] 

 

ADEGILN ALIGNED ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ADEGILN DEALIGN to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEGILN DEALING business transaction [n -S] / DEAL, to trade or do business [v] 

ADEGILN LEADING covering or border of lead [n -S] / LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [v] 

 

ADEGINR DERAIGN to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEGINR GRADINE one of series of steps [n -S] 

ADEGINR GRAINED GRAIN, to form into small particles [v] 

ADEGINR READING material that is read [n -S] / READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [v] 

 

ADEGLNS DANGLES DANGLE, to hang loosely [v] 

ADEGLNS GLANDES GLANS, tip of penis or clitoris [n] 

ADEGLNS LAGENDS LAGEND, lagan (goods thrown into sea with buoy attached to enable recovery) [n] 

ADEGLNS SLANGED SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

 

ADEILRT DILATER dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

ADEILRT REDTAIL type of hawk [n -S] 

ADEILRT TRAILED TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

ADEILRT TRIALED TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

 

ADEIMNS MAIDENS MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [n] 

ADEIMNS MEDIANS MEDIAN, central part [n] 

ADEIMNS MEDINAS MEDINA, native quarter of North African city [n] 

ADEIMNS SIDEMAN member of jazz band [n -MEN] 

 

ADEIMRS ADMIRES ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADEIMRS MISREAD to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v MISREAD, -ING, -S] 

ADEIMRS SEDARIM SEDER, Jewish ceremonial dinner [n] 

ADEIMRS SIDEARM to pitch ball at or below shoulder level [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ADEIPRS ASPIRED ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

ADEIPRS DESPAIR to lose all hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEIPRS DIAPERS DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

ADEIPRS PRAISED PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

 

ADEMNRU DURAMEN central wood of tree [n -S] 

ADEMNRU MANURED MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

ADEMNRU MAUNDER to talk incoherently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEMNRU UNARMED UNARM, to disarm (to deprive of weapons) [v] 

 

ADENOPR APRONED APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

ADENOPR OPERAND quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n -S] 

ADENOPR PADRONE master or boss [n -S, -NI] 

ADENOPR PANDORE bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

 

ADENRTU DAUNTER one that daunts (to intimidate) [n -S] 

ADENRTU NATURED NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [adj] 

ADENRTU UNRATED not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

ADENRTU UNTREAD to tread back [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

 

ADERRST DARTERS DARTER, one that darts (to move suddenly or swiftly) [n] 

ADERRST RETARDS RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

ADERRST STARRED STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

ADERRST TRADERS TRADER, one that trades (to give in exchange for another commodity) [n] 

 

ADERRSW DRAWERS DRAWER, one that draws (to move by pulling) [n] 

ADERRSW REDRAWS REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

ADERRSW REWARDS REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

ADERRSW WARDERS WARDER, person who guards something [n] 

 

ADINORS DONAIRS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

ADINORS INROADS INROAD, hostile invasion [n] 

ADINORS ORDAINS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ADINORS SADIRON heavy flatiron [n -S] 

 

ADNOORT DONATOR donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n -S] 

ADNOORT ODORANT odorous substance [n -S] 

ADNOORT TANDOOR clay oven [n -I, -S] 

ADNOORT TORNADO violent windstorm [n -ES, -S]  

 

AEEGNRT GRANTEE one to whom something is granted [n -S] 

AEEGNRT GREATEN to make greater [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEGNRT NEGATER one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

AEEGNRT REAGENT substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n -S] 
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AEELPRT PETRALE food fish [n -S] 

AEELPRT PLEATER one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n -S] 

AEELPRT PRELATE high-ranking clergyman [n -S]  

AEELPRT REPLATE to plate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEELRRT ALERTER ALERT, ready for sudden action [adj] 

AEELRRT ALTERER one that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

AEELRRT REALTER to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEELRRT RELATER one that relates (to give account of) [n -S] 

 

AEENRST EARNEST down payment [n -S] 

AEENRST EASTERN being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

AEENRST NEAREST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

AEENRST STERANE chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AEENSST ENTASES ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [n] 

AEENSST SATEENS SATEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

AEENSST SENATES SENATE, assembly having high deliberative and legislative functions [n] 

AEENSST SENSATE to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEGGNRS GANGERS GANGER, foreman of gang of laborers [n] 

AEGGNRS GRANGES GRANGE, farm [n] 

AEGGNRS NAGGERS NAGGER, one that nags (to find fault incessantly) [n] 

AEGGNRS SNAGGER person who uses illegal fishing methods [n -S] 

 

AEGGRST GAGSTER gagman (one who writes jokes) [n -S] 

AEGGRST GARGETS GARGET, mastitis of domestic animals [n] 

AEGGRST STAGGER to walk or stand unsteadily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGGRST TAGGERS TAGGER, one that tags (to provide with tag (identifying marker)) [n] 

 

AEGLLRY ALLERGY state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things [n -GIES] 

AEGLLRY GALLERY to provide with long covered area [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

AEGLLRY LARGELY LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adv] 

AEGLLRY REGALLY in regal (of or befitting king) manner [adv] 

 

AEGORST GAROTES GAROTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

AEGORST ORGEATS ORGEAT, almond-flavored syrup [n] 

AEGORST STORAGE place for storing [n -S] 

AEGORST TOERAGS TOERAG, contemptible person [n] 

 

AEHLSSS ASHLESS having no ashes [adj] 

AEHLSSS HASSELS HASSEL, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

AEHLSSS HASSLES HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

AEHLSSS SLASHES SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 
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AEHMRSS MARSHES MARSH, tract of low, wet land [n] 

AEHMRSS MASHERS MASHER, one that mashes (to reduce to pulpy mass) [n] 

AEHMRSS SHMEARS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

AEHMRSS SMASHER one that smashes (to shatter violently) [n -S] 

 

AEILMNR MANLIER MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

AEILMNR MARLINE rope used on ship [n -S] 

AEILMNR MINERAL naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n -S] 

AEILMNR RAILMEN RAILMAN, railroad employee [n] 

 

AEILMPR IMPALER one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n -S] 

AEILMPR IMPEARL to make pearly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEILMPR LEMPIRA monetary unit of Honduras [n -S] 

AEILMPR PALMIER PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] / pastry shaped like palm leaf [n -S] 

 

AEILNPS ALPINES ALPINE, plant native to high mountain regions [n] 

AEILNPS PINEALS PINEAL, gland in brain [n] 

AEILNPS SPANIEL dog with silky hair [n -S] 

AEILNPS SPLENIA SPLENIUM, surgical bandage [n] 

 

AEILPSS ESPIALS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n] 

AEILPSS LAPISES LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

AEILPSS LIPASES LIPASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

AEILPSS PALSIES PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

 

AEILPST APLITES APLITE, fine-grained rock [n] 

AEILPST PALIEST PALY, somewhat pale [adj] 

AEILPST PLATIES PLATY, small tropical fish [n] 

AEILPST TALIPES clubfoot (deformed foot) [n TALIPES] 

 

AEIMRST IMARETS IMARET, Turkish inn [n] 

AEIMRST MAESTRI MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

AEIMRST MISRATE to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEIMRST SMARTIE smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -S] 

 

AEINPST PANTIES PANTIE, woman's or child's undergarment [n] / PANTY [n] 

AEINPST PATINES PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

AEINPST SAPIENT wise person [n -S] 

AEINPST SPINATE bearing thorns [adj] 

 

AEINRTU RUINATE to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEINRTU TAURINE chemical compound [n -S] 

AEINRTU URANITE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AEINRTU URINATE to discharge urine [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AEIPSST PASTIES PASTIE, pasty (meat pie) [n] / PASTY [n] 

AEIPSST PATSIES PATSY, person who is easily fooled [n] 

AEIPSST PETSAIS PETSAI, Chinese cabbage [n] 

AEIPSST TAPISES TAPIS, material used for wall hangings and floor coverings [n] 

 

AEIPSSV PASSIVE verb form [n -S]  

AEIPSSV PAVISES PAVIS, large medieval shield [n] / PAVISE [n] 

AEIPSSV PAVISSE pavis (large medieval shield) [n -S] 

AEIPSSV SPAVIES SPAVIE, spavin (disease of horses) [n] 

 

AEIRSTW WAISTER seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n -S] 

AEIRSTW WAITERS WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

AEIRSTW WARIEST WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

AEIRSTW WASTRIE wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -S] 

 

AEKRSST SKATERS SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels)) [n] 

AEKRSST STAKERS STAKER, one that marks off area with stakes [n] 

AEKRSST STRAKES STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [n] 

AEKRSST STREAKS STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

 

AELNRST ANTLERS ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

AELNRST RENTALS RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

AELNRST SALTERN place where salt is produced [n -S] 

AELNRST STERNAL pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

 

AELORSS LASSOER one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n -S] 

AELORSS OARLESS having no oars [adj] 

AELORSS SEROSAL SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [adj] 

AELORSS SOLERAS SOLERA, Spanish method of producing wine [n] 

 

AELRSST ARTLESS lacking cunning or guile [adj]  

AELRSST LASTERS LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

AELRSST SALTERS SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [n] 

AELRSST SLATERS SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n] 

 

AELRSSV SALVERS SALVER, tray or serving platter [n] 

AELRSSV SERVALS SERVAL, African wildcat [n] 

AELRSSV SLAVERS SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

AELRSSV VERSALS VERSAL, ornate capital letter used to begin verse or paragraph [n] 

 

AELRSTT LATTERS LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n] 

AELRSTT RATTLES RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

AELRSTT STARLET small star [n -S] 

AELRSTT STARTLE to frighten or surprise suddenly [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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AENORST ATONERS ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

AENORST SANTERO priest of santeria [n -S] 

AENORST SENATOR member of senate [n -S] 

AENORST TREASON violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 

 

AEPRRSS PARSERS PARSER, one that parses (to describe and analyze grammatically) [n] 

AEPRRSS RASPERS RASPER, one that rasps (to rub with something rough) [n] 

AEPRRSS SPARERS SPARER, one that spares (to refrain from punishing, harming, or destroying) [n] 

AEPRRSS SPARSER SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

 

AEPRSTU PASTURE to put in pasture (grazing area) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

AEPRSTU UPRATES UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

AEPRSTU UPSTARE to stare upward [v -D, -RING, -S] 

AEPRSTU UPTEARS UPTEAR, to tear out by roots [v] 

 

AGHINPS HASPING HASP, to fasten with clasp [v] 

AGHINPS PASHING PASH, to strike violently [v] 

AGHINPS PHASING PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [v] 

AGHINPS SHAPING SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [v] 

 

AGIKNST SKATING sport of gliding on skates [n -S] / SKATE, to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels) [v] 

AGIKNST STAKING STAKE, to fasten with stake (pointed piece of wood or metal) [v] 

AGIKNST TAKINGS TAKING, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

AGIKNST TASKING TASK, to assign job to [v] 

 

AGILNST LASTING durable fabric [n -S] / LAST, to continue in existence [v] 

AGILNST SALTING land regularly flooded by tides [n -S] / SALT, to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative) [v] 

AGILNST SLATING act of one that slates [n -S] / SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material) [v] 

AGILNST STALING STALE, to become stale [v] 

 

AGINPRS PARINGS PARING, something pared off [n] 

AGINPRS PARSING PARSE, to describe and analyze grammatically [v] 

AGINPRS RASPING tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S] / RASP, to rub with something rough [v] 

AGINPRS SPARING SPARE, to refrain from punishing, harming, or destroying [v] 

 

AGINRST GASTRIN hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

AGINRST GRATINS GRATIN, type of food crust [n] 

AGINRST RATINGS RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

AGINRST STARING STARE, to gaze fixedly [v] 

 

AIMNOPT MAINTOP platform at head of mainmast [n -S] 

AIMNOPT PTOMAIN ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

AIMNOPT TAMPION plug for muzzle of cannon [n -S] 

AIMNOPT TIMPANO kettledrum [n -NI] 
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BBELRSU BURBLES BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BBELRSU LUBBERS LUBBER, clumsy person [n] 

BBELRSU RUBBLES RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

BBELRSU SLUBBER SLUB, material with irregular appearance [adj] / to stain or dirty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BDEORTU DOUBTER one that doubts (to be uncertain about) [n -S] 

BDEORTU OBTRUDE to thrust forward [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BDEORTU OUTBRED OUTBREED, to interbreed relatively unrelated stocks [v] 

BDEORTU REDOUBT enclosed fortification [n -S] 

 

BELRSTU BLUSTER to blow violently [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

BELRSTU BUSTLER one that bustles (to move energetically) [n -S] 

BELRSTU BUTLERS BUTLER, male servant [n] 

BELRSTU SUBTLER SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

 

BENRSTU BRUNETS BRUNET, dark-haired male [n] 

BENRSTU BUNTERS BUNTER, one that bunts (to butt (to hit with head)) [n] 

BENRSTU BURNETS BURNET, perennial herb [n] 

BENRSTU SUBRENT rent from subtenant [n -S] 

 

CEEHIRT ERETHIC ERETHISM, abnormal irritability [adj] 

CEEHIRT ETHERIC ETHER, volatile liquid used as anesthetic [adj] 

CEEHIRT HERETIC one that upholds heresy [n -S] 

CEEHIRT TECHIER TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adj] 

 

CEEHORS CHEEROS CHEERO, cheerio (greeting (salutation)) [n] 

CEEHORS COHERES COHERE, to stick together [v] 

CEEHORS ECHOERS ECHOER, one that echoes (to produce echo) [n] 

CEEHORS RECHOSE RECHOOSE, to choose again [v] 

 

CEEIPRS PIECERS PIECER, one that pieces (to join into whole) [n] 

CEEIPRS PIERCES PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v]   

CEEIPRS PRECISE sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST] 

CEEIPRS RECIPES RECIPE, set of instructions for making something [n] 

 

CEERSSU CERUSES CERUSE, lead compound [n] 

CEERSSU RECUSES RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

CEERSSU RESCUES RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

CEERSSU SECURES SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

 

CEIINRT CITRINE variety of quartz [n -S] 

CEIINRT CRINITE fossil crinoid [n -S] 

CEIINRT INCITER one that incites (to arouse to action) [n -S] 

CEIINRT NERITIC pertaining to shallow water [adj] 
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CEINORS COINERS COINER, one that coins (to make coins (metal currency)) [n] 

CEINORS CRONIES CRONY, close friend [n] 

CEINORS ORCEINS ORCEIN, reddish brown dye [n] 

CEINORS RECOINS RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

 

CEIORRS CIRROSE cirrous (having cirri (tendril or similar part)) [adj] 

CEIORRS CORRIES CORRIE, cirque (deep, steep-walled basin on mountain) [n] 

CEIORRS CROSIER bishop's staff [n -S] 

CEIORRS ORRICES ORRICE, orris (flowering plant) [n] 

 

CELORST COLTERS COLTER, blade on plow [n] 

CELORST CORSLET corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

CELORST COSTREL flask (narrow-necked container) [n -S] 

CELORST LECTORS LECTOR, reader of lessons in church service [n] 

 

CENORTU CORNUTE horn-shaped [adj] 

CENORTU COUNTER to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CENORTU RECOUNT to relate in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CENORTU TROUNCE to beat severely [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

DEEGINR DREEING DREE, to suffer (to feel pain or distress) [v] 

DEEGINR ENERGID nucleus and body of cytoplasm with which it interacts [n -S] 

DEEGINR REEDING convex molding [n -S] / REED, to fasten with reeds (stalks of tall grasses) [v] 

DEEGINR REIGNED REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

 

DEEILRV DELIVER to take to intended recipient [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEEILRV LIVERED LIVER, to thicken or gel [v] 

DEEILRV RELIVED RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

DEEILRV REVILED REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

 

DEEIRST DIESTER type of chemical compound [n -S] 

DEEIRST DIETERS DIETER, one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance) [n] 

DEEIRST REEDITS REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

DEEIRST RESITED RESITE, to site again [v] 

 

DEEIRSV DERIVES DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DEEIRSV DEVISER one that devises (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEEIRSV DIVERSE different [adj] 

DEEIRSV REVISED REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

 

DEFINRS FINDERS FINDER, one that finds (to come upon after search) [n] 

DEFINRS FRIENDS FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

DEFINRS REDFINS REDFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

DEFINRS REFINDS REFIND, to find again [v] 
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DEGINOR ERODING ERODE, to wear away by constant friction [v] 

DEGINOR GROINED GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

DEGINOR IGNORED IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

DEGINOR REDOING REDO, to do again [v] 

 

DEILOPS DESPOIL to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEILOPS DIPLOES DIPLOE, bony tissue of cranium [n] 

DEILOPS DIPOLES DIPOLE, pair of equal and opposite electric charges [n] 

DEILOPS SPOILED SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

 

DEINRTU INTRUDE to thrust or force oneself in [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEINRTU TURDINE belonging to large family of singing birds [adj] 

DEINRTU UNTIRED not tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

DEINRTU UNTRIED not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

 

DEIOPRT DIOPTER measure of refractive power [n -S]  

DEIOPRT DIOPTRE diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DEIOPRT PERIDOT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DEIOPRT PROTEID protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

 

DEIORSV DEVISOR one who makes will [n -S] 

DEIORSV DEVOIRS DEVOIR, act of civility or respect [n] 

DEIORSV VISORED VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim) [v] 

DEIORSV VOIDERS VOIDER, one that voids (to make void (of no legal force or effect)) [n] 

 

DEIORSW DOWRIES DOWRY, money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage [n] 

DEIORSW ROWDIES ROWDY, rowdy person [n] 

DEIORSW WEIRDOS WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

DEIORSW WORDIES WORDIE, word lover [n]  

 

DENORSU ENDUROS ENDURO, long race [n] 

DENORSU RESOUND to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENORSU SOUNDER SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] / one that sounds (to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)) [n -S] 

DENORSU UNDOERS UNDOER, one that undoes (to bring to ruin) [n] 

 

DEORSTU DETOURS DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DEORSTU DOUREST DOUR, sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

DEORSTU REDOUTS REDOUT, condition in which blood is driven to head [n] 

DEORSTU ROUSTED ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

 

EEENRRT ENTERER one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

EEENRRT REENTER to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EEENRRT TERREEN terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S] 

EEENRRT TERRENE land area [n -S] 
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EEERRSV RESERVE to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

EEERRSV REVERES REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

EEERRSV REVERSE to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEERRSV SEVERER SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

 

EEFILRS FERLIES FERLIE, strange sight [n] / FERLY [n] 

EEFILRS REFILES REFILE, to file again [v] 

EEFILRS REFLIES REFLY, to fly again [v] 

EEFILRS RELIEFS RELIEF, aid in form of money or necessities [n] 

 

EEILNST LENITES LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

EEILNST LISENTE SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

EEILNST SETLINE strong fishing line [n -S] 

EEILNST TENSILE tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj] 

 

EEINRST ENTIRES ENTIRE, whole of something [n] 

EEINRST ENTRIES ENTRY, place of entrance [n] 

EEINRST RETINES RETINE, substance in cells that retards growth and cell division [n] 

EEINRST TRIENES TRIENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

 

EEIPRRS PERRIES PERRY, beverage of pear juice often fermented [n] 

EEIPRRS PRISERE succession of vegetational stages [n -S] 

EEIPRRS REPRISE to take back by force [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEIPRRS RESPIRE to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

EEIRRST ETRIERS ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EEIRRST RETIRES RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

EEIRRST RETRIES RETRY, to try again [v] 

EEIRRST TERRIES TERRY, absorbent fabric [n] 

 

EEIRSTV RESTIVE difficult to control [adj] 

EEIRSTV SIEVERT unit of ionizing radiation [n -S] 

EEIRSTV VERIEST VERY, absolute (free from restriction) [adj] 

EEIRSTV VERITES VERITE, technique of filming so as to convey candid realism [n] 

 

EELMRST MELTERS MELTER, one that melts (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [n] 

EELMRST REMELTS REMELT, to melt again [v] 

EELMRST RESMELT to smelt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EELMRST SMELTER one that smelts (to perceive by means of olfactory nerves) [n -S] 

 

EELPRST PELTERS PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

EELPRST PETRELS PETREL, small seabird [n] 

EELPRST RESPELT RESPELL, to spell again [v] 

EELPRST SPELTER zinc in form of ingots [n -S] 
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EELRSTT LETTERS LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

EELRSTT SETTLER one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S] 

EELRSTT STERLET small sturgeon [n -S] 

EELRSTT TRESTLE framework for supporting bridge [n -S] 

 

EENOPST OPENEST OPEN, affording unobstructed access, passage, or view [adj] 

EENOPST PENTOSE sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n -S] 

EENOPST POSTEEN Afghan outer garment [n -S] 

EENOPST POTEENS POTEEN, Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully [n] 

 

EENPRST PENSTER writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n -S] 

EENPRST PRESENT to bring into presence of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EENPRST REPENTS REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v] 

EENPRST SERPENT snake [n -S] 

 

EENRSTU NEUTERS NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

EENRSTU RETUNES RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

EENRSTU TENURES TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

EENRSTU TUREENS TUREEN, large, deep bowl [n] 

 

EFILRST FILTERS FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

EFILRST LIFTERS LIFTER, one that lifts (to move to higher position) [n] 

EFILRST STIFLER one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S] 

EFILRST TRIFLES TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

 

EFLORSW FLOWERS FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants) [v] 

EFLORSW FOWLERS FOWLER, one that fowls (to hunt birds) [n] 

EFLORSW REFLOWS REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

EFLORSW WOLFERS WOLFER, one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

 

EGILNOS ELOIGNS ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

EGILNOS LEGIONS LEGION, large military force [n] 

EGILNOS LINGOES LINGO, strange or incomprehensible language [n] 

EGILNOS LONGIES long underwear [n LONGIES] 

 

EGILNST GLISTEN to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EGILNST SINGLET man's undershirt or jersey [n -S] 

EGILNST SNIGLET word coined for something not having name [n -S] 

EGILNST TINGLES TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

 

EGINORS ERINGOS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

EGINORS IGNORES IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

EGINORS REGIONS REGION, administrative area or division [n] 

EGINORS SIGNORE SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] / signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] 
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EGINRSS INGRESS act of entering (to come or go into) [n -ES] 

EGINRSS RESIGNS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

EGINRSS SIGNERS SIGNER, one that signs (to write one's name on) [n] 

EGINRSS SINGERS SINGER, one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [n] 

 

EHILOST EOLITHS EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EHILOST HOLIEST HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

EHILOST HOSTILE unfriendly person [n -S] 

EHILOST LITHOES LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

 

EHIRSTT HITTERS HITTER, one that hits (to strike forcibly) [n] 

EHIRSTT SHITTER offensive word [n -S] 

EHIRSTT THETRIS THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n] 

EHIRSTT TITHERS TITHER, one that tithes (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

 

EIILMSS MISLIES MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

EIILMSS MISSILE object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n -S] 

EIILMSS SIMILES SIMILE, figure of speech [n] 

EIILMSS SMILIES SMILEY, representation of smiling face [n] 

 

EIINORS IONISER ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

EIINORS IRONIES IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [n] 

EIINORS IRONISE to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EIINORS NOISIER NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

 

EILLRST RILLETS RILLET, small rill [n] 

EILLRST STILLER STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

EILLRST TILLERS TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v] 

EILLRST TRELLIS to provide with trellis (frame used as support for climbing plants) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

EILMPRS LIMPERS LIMPER, one that limps (to walk lamely) [n] 

EILMPRS PRELIMS PRELIM, preliminary match [n] 

EILMPRS RIMPLES RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

EILMPRS SIMPLER SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

 

EILNPSS PENSILS PENSIL, pencel (small flag) [n] 

EILNPSS PINLESS lacking pins [adj] 

EILNPSS SPINELS SPINEL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

EILNPSS SPLINES SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

 

EILNPSU LINEUPS LINEUP, row of persons [n] 

EILNPSU LUPINES LUPINE, flowering plant [n] 

EILNPSU SPINULE small thorn [n -S] 

EILNPSU UNPILES UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 
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EILNSST ENLISTS ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

EILNSST LISTENS LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

EILNSST SILENTS silent movies [n SILENTS] 

EILNSST TINSELS TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

 

EIMNOST MESTINO mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

EIMNOST MOISTEN to make or become moist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIMNOST MONTIES MONTY, full amount expected or possible [n] 

EIMNOST SENTIMO monetary unit of Philippines [n -S] 

 

EIMNSTU MINUETS MINUET, to dance minuet (slow, stately dance) [v] 

EIMNSTU MINUTES MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

EIMNSTU MISTUNE to tune (to put into proper pitch) incorrectly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EIMNSTU MUTINES MUTINE, to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v] 

 

EIMORST EROTISM sexual excitement [n -S] 

EIMORST MOISTER MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

EIMORST MORTISE to join or fasten securely [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EIMORST TRISOME organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number [n -S] 

 

EIMPRSS IMPRESS to affect strongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIMPRSS PREMISS proposition in logic [n -S] 

EIMPRSS SIMPERS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

EIMPRSS SPIREMS SPIREM, spireme (filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis) [n] 

 

EINOPRT POINTER one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n -S] 

EINOPRT PROTEIN nitrogenous organic compound [n -S] 

EINOPRT REPOINT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EINOPRT TROPINE poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

 

EINORST NORITES NORITE, granular rock [n] 

EINORST OESTRIN estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

EINORST ORIENTS ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

EINORST STONIER STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY [adj] 

 

EINRSST ESTRINS ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

EINRSST INSERTS INSERT, to put in [v] 

EINRSST SINTERS SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v] 

EINRSST STRINES STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] 

 

EIOPRST PROSTIE prostitute [n -S] 

EIOPRST REPOSIT to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EIOPRST RIPOSTE to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EIOPRST ROPIEST ROPEY, ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [adj] / ROPY [adj] 
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EIOPSST POSIEST POSEY, pretentious [adj] 

EIOPSST POSTIES POSTIE, letter carrier [n] 

EIOPSST POTSIES POTSIE, potsy (children's game) [n] / POTSY [n] 

EIOPSST SOPITES SOPITE, to put to sleep [v] 

 

ELOOPRS LOOPERS LOOPER, one that loops (to form loops (circular or oval openings)) [n] 

ELOOPRS POOLERS POOLER, one that pools (to combine in common fund) [n] 

ELOOPRS RESPOOL to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELOOPRS SPOOLER one that spools (to wind on small cylinder) [n -S] 

 

ELOORST LOOTERS LOOTER, one that loots (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

ELOORST RETOOLS RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

ELOORST ROOTLES ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ELOORST TOOLERS TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n] 

 

EOQRSTU QUESTOR quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n -S] 

EOQRSTU QUOTERS QUOTER, one that quotes (to repeat words of) [n] 

EOQRSTU ROQUETS ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

EOQRSTU TORQUES band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck [n -S] / TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

 

EORRSST RESORTS RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

EORRSST ROSTERS ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

EORRSST SORTERS SORTER, one that sorts (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [n] 

EORRSST STORERS STORER, one that stores (to put away for future use) [n] 

 

EORRSTU ROUSTER wharf laborer and deckhand [n -S] 

EORRSTU ROUTERS ROUTER, scooping tool [n] 

EORRSTU TOURERS TOURER, large, open automobile [n] 

EORRSTU TROUSER pertaining to trousers (garment for lower part of body) [adj] 

 

GHNOSTU GUNSHOT projectile fired from gun [n -S] 

GHNOSTU HOGNUTS HOGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

GHNOSTU NOUGHTS NOUGHT, naught (zero) [n] 

GHNOSTU SHOTGUN to shoot with type of gun [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

 

GIILNPS LISPING act of lisping [n -S] / LISP, to pronounce letters s and z imperfectly [v] 

GIILNPS PILINGS PILING, structure of building supports [n] 

GIILNPS SLIPING SLIPE, to peel (to strip off outer covering of) [v] 

GIILNPS SPILING piling (structure of building supports) [n -S] / SPILE, to stop up with wooden plug [v] 

 

GILNOOS LOGIONS LOGION, saying attributed to Jesus [n] 

GILNOOS LOOSING LOOSE, to set free [v] 

GILNOOS OLINGOS OLINGO, small mammal of Central and South America [n] 

GILNOOS SOLOING SOLO, to perform alone [v] 
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Alphagrams (between double spaces) yield 4 anagrams each. MOST USEFUL LETTERS ARE IN SO MANY WORDS 

No new NWL23 words compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

GINORTU OUTGRIN to surpass in grinning [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

GINORTU OUTRING to ring louder than [v -RANG, RUNG, -ING, -S] 

GINORTU ROUTING ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] / ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

GINORTU TOURING cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S] / TOUR, to travel from place to place [v] 

 

GINOSTU OUSTING OUST, to expel or remove from position or place [v] 

GINOSTU OUTINGS OUTING, short pleasure trip [n] 

GINOSTU OUTSING to surpass in singing [v -SANG, -SUNG, -ING, -S] 

GINOSTU TOUSING TOUSE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 


